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Capturing The Wild Horse Of Courage by Ivy Christou

Tell me how to overcome this fear
And I will listen and memorise every word.
Point to me the easy solution
But remind me that all great things need courage.

I am afraid of rejection,
Please say that I might be missing True love
And that access to happiness
is not given with out a struggle.
Convince me to hear the weak voice inside me
And not the loud one that is always there,
Help me to become a better listener of myself.

Protect me from comments that
I really don’t need to hear,
Teach me not to be influenced
By people that are more willing to judge
Than understand,
Take my hand and lead me to the pathway
That deep inside I know I should follow.

Blow courage into my face
Until I open my eyes.

Happiness Borrowed by Vidyadhar Durgekar

Confused tired and weary,
Like white clouds above,
Drifting in an untold story;
Night’s desire wrapped in cove,
With arms not lonely though;

Waiting for happy tomorrow,
To bring a passion to fend,
And not to drift in old sorrow,
Hoping to bring an end,
With the happiness borrowed;

Happiness by Raymond Carver

So early it's still almost dark out.
I'm near the window with coffee,
and the usual early morning stuff
that passes for thought.

When I see the boy and his friend
walking up the road
to deliver the newspaper.

They wear caps and sweaters,
and one boy has a bag over his shoulder.
They are so happy
they aren't saying anything, these boys.

I think if they could, they would take
each other's arm.
It's early in the morning,
and they are doing this thing together.

They come on, slowly.
The sky is taking on light,
though the moon still hangs pale over the water.

Such beauty that for a minute

death and ambition, even love,
doesn't enter into this.

Happiness. It comes on
unexpectedly. And goes beyond, really,
any early morning talk about it.

Hope Is The Thing With Feathers by Emily Dickinson

'Hope' is the thing with feathers—
That perches in the soul—
And sings the tune without the words—
And never stops—at all—

And sweetest—in the Gale—is heard—
And sore must be the storm—
That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm—

I've heard it in the chillest land—
And on the strangest Sea—
Yet, never, in Extremity,
It asked a crumb—of Me

I Am Only Myself by Wanda Daugherty
I am Only Myself
I am what I am.
I can make no pretense,
Of being anything else.
You must accept or shun me, as I am.
I am what I am.
Neither wise or simple,
Neither good or evil,
I am only myself.
I am what I am.
Though I sometimes cause tears,
I seek to gain wisdom,
From gazing at the stars.
I could be nothing else,
If I tried.
My character seeps through,
The thickest mask.
I sing no song
But my own.
Criticize if you wish.
I am only myself
I am what I am.
Look on me,
My soul is ever bare before you.
I am a Poet, I am only myself.

Openness - by Sarah Hudson-Pierce

We start on our Journey
Of opennessOne day at a timeTimid—
FrightenedScared—
Afraid to reach outTo unveil the Secret chambers
Of our hearts.
Tiny steps We inch alongRemoving the shutters
That hide our fearsReaching outTouching—
Until an impasse Is removedRunning fastArms outstretchedOpen wide—
The gates
In both our heartsAwakening—
Unafraid—
Seeing—
The burdens we bear—

And hide within
Are there In full detail
In each other's Hearts!

